The very thought of going blind is frightening. It should not happen to anyone. Yet, thousands continue to live in the dark awaiting sight restoring eye transplantation.

Every **five seconds** one person goes blind. And a child goes blind every **minute**.

Our nation requires **1 lakh eyes** every year. But only about **17,000** eyes are donated. Less than **1%** of the pledged donors' eyes are actually presented to the Eye Banks by their families.

Thousands continue to live in the dark awaiting eye transplantation.

*Is it not our responsibility to make them see our beautiful world?*

**How can we help?**

When there is a death in the family or friend’s family, request them to donate the eyes. Talk to the close relatives of the deceased about eye donation and how their gesture will bring in light into two lives.

**Let us Donate Eyes and bring Light to their lives**